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Executive Summary
This study explores media coverage on Cambodian labor issues from 11 media outlets for the first
half of 2020. Those media outlets are Agence Kampuchea Press (AKP), Bayon Television (BTV),
Cambodia Express News (CEN), CamboJA, CNC, Fresh News, Khmer Times, Post Khmer,
Thmey Thmey, VAYO and VOD. Results (See table, below) show that independent media,
CamboJA and VOD, covered labor-related stories more than private media outlets and state news
agency AKP. It is worth mentioning that CamboJA, which is a 1-year-old media outlet, dedicated
almost half of its content over the last six months to labor stories while VOD stands in second
place. Among private media outlets, Khmer Times reported labor issues more than others did, but
at a moderately low rate. Meanwhile, labor news stories amounted to less than 3 percent of total
news coverage in other private media outlets, such as BTV, CEN, CNC, Fresh News, Post Khmer,
Thmey Thmey and VAYO. It is a surprise that labor-related news reported by a state news agency,
AKP, was less than 1 percent of its total coverage for the period.
This study examined to what extent each media outlet covered a particular labor issue. Fifteen
labor-related issues included in this research: accidents during work; rescue and compensation
after accidents; employment and training opportunities; workers’/unions’ concerns over partial
withdrawal of the European Union’s Everything But Arms (EBA) trade agreement; government
and employers’ responses to the partial withdrawal of EBA; arrests of workers/unionists;
intimidation and violation of workers’/unionists’ rights; impacts of COVID-19 on workers and
staff of various sectors; worker strikes, demonstrations and demands; government and employers’
responses to workers’ demands; informal-sector livelihoods; migrant workers’ issues; journalists’
issues; child labor; labor law; and minimum wage negotiations. The impact of COVID-19 on
workers was the most popular topic covered by each media outlet. Meanwhile, most media
produced very few pieces on strikes, demonstrations and worker demands, arrests of
workers/unionists, intimidation and violation of workers/unionists’ rights, journalists’ issues, child
labor or labor law. However, it is not the case for VOD, as almost 32 percent of its labor stories
were about worker strikes, demonstrations and demands.
In regard to how labor stories were reported by each media outlet, the findings suggest that
independent media like CamboJA and VOD give voice to different sides involved in the stories,
such as employees, government, unions and employers. Their stories have at least two of the
aforementioned sources. Both CamboJA and VOD rarely produce labor stories with just a single
source. However, it is common practice for AKP, BTV, CNC, CEN, Fresh News, Thmey Thmey
and VAYO to publish labor stories relying on a single source, which is mostly
government/authorities or employers. Independent media like CamboJA and VOD produce more
in-depth labor stories than AKP, BTV, CEN, CNC, Fresh News, Thmey Thmey and VAYO.
However, labor news pieces reported by Khmer Times and Post Khmer do include most of the
involved sources, similar to the articles of CamboJA and VOD
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Labor vs. Other Stories by 11 Media Outlets (%)

No.

Media Outlet

Total Pieces of News

Labor Issue Coverage
Total Number

Percentage

1

Post Khmer

2,597

53

2.04%

2

Khmer Times

591

48

8.12%

3

Fresh News

18,375

248

1.35%

4

Thmey Thmey

6,734

150

2.23%

5

VOD

1,218

164

13.46%

6

BTV

3,037

82

2.70%

7

VAYO

3,078

69

2.24%

8

CEN

3,735

71

1.90%

9

CamboJA

100

43

43.00%

10

AKP

3,432

33

0.96%

11

CNC

1,550

20

1.29%

Percentage of Labor and Other Issues Covered by 11 Media Outlets
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1. Methodology
1.1.

Data collection method

The study employed both quantitative and qualitative methods. Data were collected from the
website of each studied media outlet by four people who were trained extensively on how to collect
data to ensure reliability and validity. All news about accidents during work, rescue and
compensation after accidents, employment and training opportunities, workers/unions’ concerns
over partial withdrawal of EBA, government and employers’ responses to the partial withdrawal
of EBA, arrests of workers/unionists, intimidation and violation of workers/unionists’ rights,
impacts of COVID-19 on workers and staff of various sectors, workers’ strikes, demonstrations
and demands, responses of government and employers over workers’ demands, livelihoods of
people in informal sector, migrant workers’ issues, journalists’ issues, child labor, labor law and
minimum wage negotiation are counted as labor news. In order to ascertain how each outlet
covered labor stories, researchers randomly selected five articles from each. Those articles were
examined to verify who were the story’s sources and how many sources were included.
In
addition to data collected from the media outlets, a semi-structured interview was conducted with
a program manager of a local worker union.

1.2.

Scope and Limitations of the Study

Even though more local media outlets operate in Cambodia, only 11 were chosen for this study.
Time constraints, feasibility of collecting data and the outlet’s readership/viewership/listenership
served as criteria for limiting the research. The survey of labor stories ran from January 1, 2020 to
June 30, 2020.
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2. Research Results
2.1.

Labor Issues Covered by Different Media Outlets

2.1.1. Post Khmer
Table 1: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by Post Khmer from January-June

Total Stories
2,597

Labor Stories
53

Other Stories
2,544

Pie Chart 1: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by Post Khmer (%)
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Bar Chart 1: Labor Stories Covered by Post Khmer (% of total)

As presented in Pie Chart 1, among 53 labor stories reported over the first six months of 2020,
Post Khmer covered more on responses of government and employers over workers’ demands
(almost 17 percent) while stories about the impact of COVID-19 on workers in various sectors
accounted for 15 percent. Migrant worker issues and stories about worker strikes,
demonstrations and demands were covered in the same number for 13.21 percent, whereas
stories about labor law, journalists’ issues and workers/unions’ concern over the partial
withdrawal of EBA each accounted for approximately 2 percent of the total number of labor
stories. The outlet did not cover employment and training or child labor.
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2.1.2. Khmer Times
Table 2: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by Khmer Times from January-June
Total Stories
591

Labor Stories
48

Other Stories
543

Pie Chart 2: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by Khmer Times (%)
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Bar Chart 2: Labor Stories Covered by Khmer Times (% of total)

According to this study, migrant worker issues (22.9 percent) dominated labor coverage followed
by stories about the impact of COVID-19 on workers in various sectors (20.83 percent). Stories
about strikes, demonstrations and demands accounted for 14.58 percent while the percentage of
news about responses of government and employers over workers’ demands and accidents during
work is 10.42 percent. Employment and training opportunities as well as informal-sector
livelihoods each were reported at the same frequency (8.33 percent). Articles about worker/union
concerns over the partial withdrawal of EBA amounted to just 4 percent of the total. Minimum
wage negotiation, labor law, child labor, journalists’ issues, arrests of workers/unionist,
intimidation and violation of worker’/unionists’ rights, government and employers’ responses to
the partial withdrawal of EBA and stories about rescue efforts and compensation after accidents
did not appear in Khmer Times’ Khmer edition.
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2.1.3. Fresh News
Table 3: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by Fresh News from January-June

Total Stories
18,375

Labor Stories
248

Other Stories
18,127

Pie Chart 3: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by Fresh News (%)
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Bar Chart 3: Labor Stories Covered by Fresh News (% of total)

According to the research, among 248 labor news articles published, migrant worker issues
appeared the most (almost 22 percent), followed by stories about COVID-19 impacts 19 on
workers (18.15 percent). Stories about rescue and compensation after work accidents accounted
for 17.34 percent. News about strikes, demonstrations and demands was less than 4 percent while
stories about responses of government and employers over workers’ demands is about 10 percent.
It is noticeable that during the period, Fresh News had no stories about worker/union concerns
about the partial withdrawal of EBA, though 2.42 percent of its labor news was about government
and employers’ responses to the partial withdrawal of EBA. Minimum wage negotiation, labor
law, child labor and journalists’ issues received less than 1 percent of labor news coverage each.
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2.1.4. Thmey Thmey
Table 4: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by Thmey Thmey from January-June

Total Stories
6,734

Labor Stories
150

Other Stories
6,584

Pie Chart 4: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by Thmey Thmey (%)
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Bar Chart 4: Labor Stories Covered by Thmey Thmey (% of total)

Thmey Thmey’s coverage of the impact of COVID-19 on workers amounted to almost 30 percent
of total labor stories reported, followed by stories about rescue and compensation after work
accidents (14 percent) and stories related to accidents during work (7.33 percent). The outlet
Thmey published more stories about responses of government and employers to workers’ demands
than about worker demonstrations and demands. Minimum wage negotiation and child labor
stories amounted to less than 1 percent.
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2.1.5. VOD
Table 5: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by VOD from January-June
Total Stories
1,218

Labor Stories
164

Other Stories
1,054

Pie Chart 5: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by VOD (%)
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Bar Chart 5: Labor Stories Covered by VOD (% of total)

Almost 32 percent of labor stories reported by VOD were about worker strikes, demonstrations
and demands followed by articles about responses of government and employers over workers’
demands (14.02 percent). Impacts of COVID-19 on workers and arrests of workers/unionists,
intimidation and violation of worker/unionist rights received approximately 10 percent of
coverage. Journalists’ issues accounted for 7.32 percent of all labor news produced. Minimum
wage and labor law stories comprised less than 1 percent of the total.
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2.1.6. BTV
Table 6: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by BTV from January-June
Total Stories
3,037

Labor Stories
82

Other Stories
2,955

Pie Chart 6: Percentage of Labor Stories Covered by BTV
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Bar Chart 6: Labor Issues Covered by BTV (% of total)

As shown in Bar Chart 6, almost 31 percent of BTV’s labor stories covered impacts of Covid19 on workers while migrant worker issues received more than 13 percent. Stories about
responses of the government and employers over workers’ demands account for 13.14 percent.
There was no coverage on strikes, demonstrations and worker demands, arrests of
workers/unionists, intimidation and violation of worker/unionist rights, child labor or
journalists’ issues. In the period, 12 percent of labor stories examined employment and training
opportunities. In regard to the partial withdrawal of EBA, BTV covered more about the
responses of the government and employers (over 6 percent) than the concerns of workers and
unions (1.22 percent).
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2.1.7. VAYO
Table 7: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by VAYO from January-June

Total Stories
3,078

Labor Stories
69

Other Stories
2,997

Pie Chart 7: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by VAYO (%)
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Bar Chart 7: Labor Stories Covered by VAYO (% of total)

Among 69 labor stories reported by VAYO, news about the impacts of COVID-19 on workers
predominated (21.74 percent), followed by stories about worker/union concerns about the
partial withdrawal of EBA, responses of government and employers to the partial withdrawal
of EBA, and journalists’ issues (14.49 percent, 10.14 percent and 10.14 percent respectively).
VAYO reported stories about responses of the government and employers over workers’
demands (8.7 percent) more than strikes, demonstrations and worker demands (5.8 percent).
In the period, there was zero coverage of child labor.
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2.1.8. CEN
Table 8: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by CEN from January-June

Total Stories
3,735

Labor Stories
71

Other Stories
3,664

Pie Chart 8: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by CEN (%)
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Bar Chart 8: Labor Stories Covered by CEN (% of total)

CEN covered employment and training opportunities more than other labor stories during the
period reviewed, or almost 20 percent of 75 articles. Stories about the impacts of COVID-19 on
workers, strikes, demonstrations and worker demands, and the responses of government and
employers over worker demands received 14.08 percent, 12.68 percent and 11.27 percent,
respectively. However, stories about child labor, journalists’ issues, minimum wage negotiation,
arrests of workers/unionists, intimidation and violation of worker rights, and responses of
government and employers to the partial withdrawal of EBA were reported less (1.41 percent
each).
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2.1.9. CamboJA
Table 9: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by CamboJA from January-June
Total Stories
100

`

Labor Stories
43

Other Stories
57

Pie Chart 9: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by CamboJA (%)
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Bar Chart 9: Labor Stories Covered by CamboJA (% of total)

CamboJA’s coverage of the impacts of COVID-19 on workers accounted for 25.58 percent of its
labor news, followed by stories of strikes, demonstrations and worker demands (almost 14
percent), while stories about responses of government and employers over workers’ demands was
9.3 percent. CamboJA also did stories on migrant workers’ and journalists’ issues, accounting
almost 12 percent and more than 9 percent, respectively. However, CamboJA did not produce any
stories on labor law, child labor or employment and training opportunities.
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2.1.10. AKP
Table 10: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by AKP from January-June

Total Stories
3,432

`

Labor Stories
33

Other Stories
3,399

Pie Chart 10: Labor vs. Other Stories Covered by AKP (%)
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Bar Chart 10: Labor Stories Covered by AKP (% of total)

AKP devoted more of its labor news to stories about rescue and compensation after work accidents
(33.33 percent), followed by news about responses of government and employers over worker
demands and the impact of COVID-19 on workers, accounting for 18.18 percent and 15.15
percent, respectively. However, it produced no news about strikes, demonstrations and worker
demands, child labor, migrant worker issues, arrests of workers/unionists, intimidation and
violation of worker/unionist rights, workers’/unions’ concerns over partial withdrawal of EBA or
stories about responses of government and employers to the partial withdrawal of the EBA.
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2.1.11. CNC
Table 11: Labor Stories and Total News Produced by CNC from January-June

Total Stories
1,550

Labor Stories
20

Other Stories
1,530

Pie Chart 11: Percentage of Labor Stories Covered by CNC
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Bar Chart 11: Labor Stories Covered by CNC (% of total)

CNC examined migrant worker issues and the impacts of COVID-19 on workers more than other
issues, accounting for 20 percent each. Stories about employment and training opportunities, and
news about rescue and compensation after work accidents were the issues second-most covered
(15 percent each), while government and employers’ responses to the partial withdrawal of EBA
fell into the third rank (10 percent). However, during the period studied, CNC offered no news
about worker/unionist concerns over the partial withdrawal of EBA, strikes, demonstrations and
worker demands, responses of government and employers to worker demands, journalist issues,
minimum wage negotiation or accidents during work.
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2.2.

How Each Media Outlet Covers Labor Stories

As stated in the research methodology section, researchers randomly selected five labor stories
from each media outlet to examine how those stories were reported.
2.2.1. Post Khmer
Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of
sou
rces

Sou
rces

GMAC េសនីឲយ្រកសួងករងរ

https://bit.ly/3lUB4Jt

3

Garment Manufacturing Association in Cambodia

ពនយរករចរច្របក់ឈួល
ន

(GMAC), Ministry of Labor, [WHICH] Union

អបបបរម

កមមកេ ងច្រកវូ
ដួលសន្លប់

មី បន្ត

្រកសួងករងរ ចង់កត់

https://bit.ly/3h4hUgD

2

Ministry of Labor, [WHICH] Union

https://bit.ly/3i4r3XD

5

Ministry of Labor, and a worker

https://bit.ly/3bxAigF

3

Ministry of Labor, officer from NGO, and a migrant

បនថយ្របក់ឈួលកមម
ន
ករ
ែដលេធ្វីករេវនយប់

េ

ក អុត
ិ សំេហង៖

worker

បចចុបបននពលករកមពុជេនៃថ
េសទរី ែត ១០០% ទទួលបន
សិទធិ្រសបចបប់

ពនយរករទូទត់្របក់
បំ

2

https://bit.ly/3lXCKC7

Ministry of Labor and CENTRAL organization

ច់អតីតភពករងរ

កមមករ ប៉ុែន្ត

ឧបតថមភបន

ចេបីក្របក់

2.2.2. Khmer Times
Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of
sou
rces

Sou
rces

កមមករ ៥០ នក់េធ្វក
ី រត ៉

https://bit.ly/355HZJ

2

Workers and Ministry of Labor

4

GMAC , The Cambodia Footwear Association

មុខ្រកសួងករងរេរឿងបត់

U

្របក់ែខ
វ ិស័យកត់េដរកមពុជពិបក

https://bit.ly/3bDIxb5

កនុងកររក កិចច្រពមេ្រពៀង

(CFA), EuroCham, and Mr. Chan Sophal

29

ពណិជជកមមជមួយសហភព
អរឺ ុប៉

ជញធរ្រកុង្រពះសីហនុអំពវ

នវអនកលក់
ងផ្លូវ

ខ ច់

https://bit.ly/3jRYFbM

2

Sihanouk governor, a street vendor

https://bit.ly/3byu4N

3

Labor Department, union and factory representative

4

Union, entertainment workers, Ministry of Labor and

មរេទះេជៀស

ធរណៈ និងេឆនរ

កមមករន
ិ េី ងច្រកផលត
ិ បរក
ិ ខ

អគគិសនី េន

្វ យេរៀង ៧២

O

នក់ដួលសន្លបក
់ ុ ងរយៈេពល
ន

៣ៃថង

ករងរ្របមណ ៨ មុឺន ច

នង
ឹ បត់បង់េ្រកយពប
ី ទ
ិ ក្លប
ឹ

កំ

https://bit.ly/2DCuky
E

Ministry of Health

ន្ត និងេ ងកុន

2.2.3. Fresh News
Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of
sou
rces

Sou
rces

្រកសួងករងរ ជូនដំណឹងពី

https://bit.ly/3i4cTpF

1

Labor Ministry

https://bit.ly/3jRp1Lg

1

GMAC

https://bit.ly/3byrkQ

1

Apsara Authority

ករេបីក្របក់ឧបតថមភដល់កមម
ករនិេយជិត ជិត២៦,០០០

នក់ កនុងវ ិស័យកត់េដរ និង

េទសចរណ៍

GMAC អំពវនវដល់អនកបញជ
ទញ
ិ មចស់េ ងច្រក កមមករ

និងសហជីព រួមៃដគន្របយុទធ

្របឆំងនឹងជំងឺកូវ ីដ១៩
ជញធរអប

េចញបំភ្លឺពក់

ព័នធបញ្ហអតត
ី កមមករ ១២៦

m

នក់ ែដលបេ្រមក
ី រងរេន

ករ ្ឋ ន្រប

ទេមបុណយ

ខងលិច

30

េ្រកយបញច ប់ករស្រមប

https://bit.ly/3lYrZiC

1

Naga World

https://bit.ly/3571qlz

1

Ministry of Economic and Finance

ស្រមួល ្រកុមហ៊ុន Naga
សេ្រមចតេម្លីង្របក់េបៀវត

ជូនបុគគលក
ិ ែតករណីសំណូម

ពរឲយទទួល្របធនសហជីព
ចូលេធ្វីករវ ិញ រង់ចេំ
្រ

ះ

យេពលេ្រកយ

ម្រន្តីជន់ខពស់្រកសួងេសដ្ឋកិចច

៖ ករណី EBA

ចប៉ះពល់

ខ្លះដល់វ ិស័យកត់េដរសេម្ល ក

បំពក់ នង
ិ ែសបកេជីង ប៉ុែន្ត

កមពុជបនេ្រតៀមខ្លួនរួចជ
េ្រសច (Video inside)

2.2.4. Thmey Thmey
Ti
tle
េនកមពុជ ជង៤០០

នដុ

្ល រកនុងមួយឆន ំ

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

https://thmeythmey.co

1

Prime Minister

1

Prime Minister

1

GMAC

2

Kandal Province

m/?page=detail&id=87
870

COVID-19៖ កមមករេ ងច្រកែដលពយរករងរ
នង
ឹ
ួ

ទទួលបនថវ ិកចំនួន៧០ដុ

្ល រ

https://thmeythmey.co
m/?page=detail&id=90
408

េ ងច្រកេកីនដល់១៨០េហយ
ី បនពយួរករងរ និង

https://thmeythmey.co

៦០េទៀត ក៏េ្រតៀមពយរែដរ,
កមមករជង១៥មុន
ឺ នក់
ួ

m/?page=detail&id=91

្រតូវប៉ះពល់

361

េខត្តក

https://thmeythmey.co

្ដ ល មនេ ងច្រក៤៤បនពយរករងរ
ួ

និងប៉ះពល់កមមករជង១,៨មុឺននក់

m/?page=detail&id=92

governor and Ministry

183

of Labor

31

ពលករែខមរជិត១មុឺននក់េនៃថ ស្រមុកមក្រសុក
កំេណីតវ ិញ មុនបទ
ិ ្រពំែដន

https://thmeythmey.co

1

Ministry of Interior

m/?page=detail&id=89
831

2.2.5. VOD
Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

្រកុម្រស្តេី ធ្វក
ី រែផនកេស កម ន្តអះ ងថ ពួកេគ

https://bit.ly/35nQaS7

4

Workers, union,

នឹង ច់បយ ្ល ប់ េបីរ ្ឋ ភប
ិ លមិនផ្ដល់េសប ង

និងថវ ិក

កមមករេ ងច្រកមួយេន្រកុង េខម្រពមនលក់

សមភរ

Ministry of Labor,
Prime Minister’s office
https://bit.ly/3594b5J

4

Ministry of Labor,

យឡុង បនទប់ពីេថែកខកខនផ្តល់្របក់

factory owner

សំណងជូនពួកេគ

កមមករជិត១ពន់នក់េនខណ្ឌេពធិ៍ែសនជ័យត ៉
ន
ករណីេថែកេបក
ន
ិ ្រគប់ និងយត
ឺ យ៉វ
ី ្របក់ឈួលម

េ

ក ស េខង ថពលករមកពេី ្រក្របេទសជង៨

់ ីវភពបនរយៈ
មុឺននក់ ភគេ្រចីន ចផគត់ផគងជ

Workers, union,

https://bit.ly/2F4Ske5

2

Workers and union

https://bit.ly/3i4nDnP

3

Samdech Sar Kheng,
Central officer, Kun
Tharo and Theng

េពលខ្លី

Savoeun, head of the
Coalition of Cambodian
Farmer Community

្រកសួងករងរ្រពមនពក
ី របត់បង់ករងរចំេពះ

(CCFC)
https://bit.ly/2GBBnJ5

2

Labor Ministry, union
leader

កមមករែដលមិនេគរពករែណនំ

2.2.6. BTV
Ti
tle
កមមករពយរក
ួ ិចចសនយករងរ

បនចប់ពេី ពលេនះតេទ

ចេបីក្របក់ឧបតថមភ

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

http://btv.com.kh/natio

1

Ministry of Labor

1

Siem Reap Authority

n-news/cambodiapoliticaldevelopment/81521/

ពលករ ជង៨០នក់ ែដលបនេធ្វីច ្ត ឡស
ី ័ក១៤
ៃថង ្រតូវបនអនុញញតឱយេទលំេន នេហយ
ី

http://btv.com.kh/natio
n-news/cambodia-
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politicaldevelopment/77883/
្រកសួងករងរ្របកសេបីក្របក់ឧបតថមភជេលក
ី ទី

២ ដល់កមមករពយរក
ួ ិចចសនយករងរ

http://btv.com.kh/natio

1

Ministry of Labor

1

Ministry of Tourism

1

Landlord

n-news/cambodiapoliticaldevelopment/82286/

ជរ ្ឋ ភប
ិ ល ឧបតថមភបែនថម៤០ដុ

្ល រ កនុង១ែខ

ជូននិេយជិតវ ិស័យេទសចរណ៍ ែដលបត់បង់
ករងរ

http://btv.com.kh/natio
n-news/cambodiaeconomicagriculture/77670/

តៃម្លបនទប់ជួលកមមករេ ងច្រករក េនដែដល េទះ
ថ នភពវ ីរុសកូវ ីដ១៩ យលុកក្តី

http://btv.com.kh/natio
n-news/cambodiapoliticaldevelopment/75462/

2.2.7. VAYO
Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

េ

https://vayofm.com/ne

1

Prime Minister

1

Prime Minister

1

Union leader

កនយករដ្ឋម្រន្តីហ៊ុន ែសន េសនីមី្រកូហរិ ញញវតថុ

ឬធនគរេលីកែលងករ្របក់ ឬពនយរេពលសង
្របក់ដល់កមមករែដលពយួរករងរ
េ

កហ៊ុនែសនេធ្វីដំេណីរេទេខត្តែកបទំងយប់

ws/detail/100927792674601.html
https://vayofm.com/ne

េដីមបដ
ឹ នំជួយសេ្រងគះមនុស េនជប់អគរបក់
ី ក

ws/detail/99700-

រលំ

898164236.html

េមសហជី១រូបគំ្រទវ ិធនករ ក់កមមករេទប
ី

https://vayofm.com/ne

្រតលប់ពី្រសុកកំេណីតេន ច់េ យែឡក

ws/detail/101867917457324.html
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កមមករែដលេទីប្រតលប់មកពី្រសុកនឹង្រតូវេន ច់

1

Ministry of Health

1

GMAC

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

https://www.cen.com.k

1

Prime Minister

1

Health Department of

https://vayofm.com/ne

េ យែឡក១៤ៃថង មុន ចចូលេធ្វក
ី រ

ws/detail/101783-

GMAC អំពវនវរួមគនេដីមបជ
ី មនះរក
ី ល លជ

https://vayofm.com/ne

446418332.html

កលៃនជំងឺកូវ ីដ-១៩

ws/detail/101316979622113.html

2.2.8. CEN
Ti
tle
សេម្ដចេតេជ ហ៊ុន ែសន បនែថ្លង

រឲយបន្តគ្រំ ទ

អនុវត្តេគលនេយបយជតស
្ដី ក
ិ ព
ី រអប់រ ំបណុ ្ដ ះ

h/archives/216525.html

ពលករែខមរ មនលំេនេនេខត្តនន េនែត្រតូវៃថ

https://www.cen.com.k

បញជូ នមកវ ិញ

ម្រចកទ្វរ្រពំែដនអន្តរជតឆ
ិ ងចម

h/archives/200997.html

Oudor Meanchey

/

province

កមមករនឹង ក់ឲយេនេ យែឡក ១៤ៃថង គមន្របក់

https://www.cen.com.k

ប

្ដ លបេចចកេទស និងវ ិជជជីវៈ

េខត្តសុរនទ
ិ -អូរ

ម ច់ េខត្តឧត្តរមនជ័យ

/

ឈនួល េបីមិនេធ្វី មអនុ្រកឹតយរ ្ឋ ភិបល

h/archives/196783.html

GMAC ជំរុញឲយអនកបញជទញ
ិ ទំនញ
ិ ពក
ី មពុជ េគរព

https://www.cen.com.k

ទទួលយកករដឹកទំនញ
ិ េហយ
ី ទូទត់្របក់

/

រដ្ឋបលេខត្ត្រពះសីហនុ មិនអនុញញតឱយបងប្អូនបន្ត

https://www.cen.com.k

េ យទុកឲយទំេនរេដីមបឱ
ី យបងប្អូន្របជពលរដ្ឋេដីរ

/

មលកខខណ្ឌ ៃនកិចចសនយទិញរបស់ខួ ន
្ល េ

1

Ministry of Labor

1

GMAC

1

Preah Sihanouk

/

យ

លក់ដូរ េនេលេី ឆនរអូរេឈទ
ី ល នង
ិ េឆនរអូរេ្រតះ

h/archives/195045.html

h/archives/178435.html

េលងកម ន្ត

2.2.9. CamboJA
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Province Authority

Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Kep building’s owners questioned over

https://cambojanews.c

6

potential manslaughter

om/kep-buildings-

chief, court director ,

owners-questioned-

victims’ family, Prime

over-potential-

Minister,

manslaughter/

Ministry of Land

Sources
Kep provincial police

Management, Building
and Wood Workers
Trade Union
Federation
NagaWorld agrees to reinstate union

https://cambojanews.c

representative, raise workers’ salaries

om/nagaworld-agrees-

manager at labor

to-reinstate-union-

group Central, Phnom

representative-raise-

Penh Authority, Naga

workers-salaries/

World, Naga union

4

Khun Tharo, program

Government pledges to ‘remain firm’ after

https://cambojanews.c

EBA decision

om/government-

Ministry, EU,

pledges-to-remain-firm-

Cambodian Labor

after-eba-decision/

Confederation, , H&M

4

4

Foreign Affairs

Cambodian

Banned from flight, Cambodian migrant in

https://cambojanews.c

Malaysia begs to come home

om/banned-from-flight-

construction worker,

cambodian-migrant-in-

Prime Minister, North

malaysia-begs-to-

South Initiative,

come-home/

Ministry

Workers go unpaid as construction sector

https://cambojanews.c

slows

om/workers-go-unpaid-

DNC mall, Yuti

as-construction-sector-

company, Khun Tharo,

slows/

program manager,

6

Construction worker,

Building and Wood
Workers, Land
Management Ministry
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2.2.10. AKP
Ti
tle

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

សមគមេ ងច្រកកត់េដរេនកមពុជ េសនីពនយរ

https://www.akp.gov.kh

1

GMAC

1

Ministry of Tourism

1

Ministry of Labor

1

Department of Public

េពលករចរច្របក់ឈួលអបបបរមស្រមប់
ន
ឆន ំ

/kh/post/detail/213814

២០២១ េ យរក អ្រ ្របក់ឈួលអបបបរមកន
ន
ុង
ឆន២
ំ ០២០ រហូតដល់វ ិស័យកត់េដរ្រតឡប់េទរក

សភពេដីមវ ិញ

្រកសួងេទសចរណ៍ រម្លក
ឹ បែនថមដល់

និង េបៀរ

ជីវកមម KTV

គ ឌិន ្រតូវបន្តអនុវត្តវ ិធនករននរបស់

ជរ ្ឋ ភិបល េដីមបទ
ី ប់

កូវ ីដ១៩

https://www.akp.gov.kh
/kh/post/detail/32659

ក ត់កររក
ី ល លវ ីរុស

្រកសួងករងរ ជូនដំណឹងពក
ី រេបក
ី ផ្ដល់្របក់

ឧបតថមភ ជូនបងប្អូនកមមករនិេយជិតចំនួន ៣៣

https://www.akp.gov.kh
/kh/post/detail/32137

២៣១នក់ េនេ ងច្រក សហ្រគសចំនួន ១១១

កនុងវ ិស័យកត់េដរ និងវ ិស័យេទសចរណ៍ ែដល្រតូវ

បនពយួរកិចចសនយករងរ

រយៈេពល២ៃថង អនករត់មូត
៉ ូកង់បី និងម៉ូតូធំ ស្រមុក

េទ ក់ពកយ្របឡងយក ប័ណ្ណេបក
ី បរជង

https://www.akp.gov.kh
/kh/post/detail/31150

Works and

២៥០០នក់

Transportation of
Phnom Penh Capital

ឯកឧត្ដម ឧបនយករដ្ឋម្រន្តី ជ សុផ ៉ អេញជ ីញជ

អធប
្តី ស
ិ តី េបក
ី វគគផ ព្វផ យអំពច
ី បប់សព
ី ំណង់

ជូនអនកវ ិជជជីវៈ កនុងវ ិស័យសំណង់ េលីកទី២

2.2.1
.

https://www.akp.gov.kh

1

/kh/post/detail/25976

Ministry of Land
Management, Urban
Planning and
Construction

CN C

Ti
tle
ជញធរៃថ ឃត់រថយន្តដឹកទំនញ
ិ ែដលផទុកពលរដ្ឋ

ែខមរ ចញ់ េបកេមខយល់ឆ្លងែដនខុសចបប់

Li
nks

Nu
mber of sou
rces

Sou
rces

http://cnc.com.kh/detail

1

Thailand

/news/7628
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ចំនួន េ ងច្រក៥៤ ែដលបនេសនីសុំបិទទ្វរ

បេ

្ដ ះ សននេនះ រហូតមកដល់េពលេនះមន

េ ងច្រកចំនួន ១០េហយ
ី បនចប់េផ្តីមដំេណីរករ

http://cnc.com.kh/detail

2

/news/7166

Kompong Chhang
government, Ministry
of Labor

េឡង
ី វ ិញ

សេម្តចេតេជ ហ៊ុន ែសន៖ «ស្រមប់ EBA ែដល

់ នធេនះ ខញុំមន
្រតូវបត់បង់ េហយ
ី េយង
ី ្រតូវបងព
ិ

http://cnc.com.kh/detail

1

Prime Minister

1

Authority

/news/7107

បរមភេនះេទ េយង
ី េ្រតៀមវ ិធនកររួចេទេហយ
ី »
កម្លង
ំ នគរបល ឃត់ខួ ន
្ល េមខយល់មនក់ ពក់ព័នធ

ករណីនំនរេកម
ី ងៗឱយេគង ជមួយេភញ វ េន មផទះ

សំ

ក់ នង
ិ ស

http://cnc.com.kh/detail
/news/6704

្ឋ គរ

3. Conclusion and Recommendations
This study was conducted to understand to what extent labor issues are covered by various
Cambodian media outlets. It examines coverage by 11 outlets. The results from the study show
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that 43 percent of stories produced by CamboJA during the first six months of 2020 were labor
stories. Over 13 percent of VOD’s news stories published in the same period of time are also labor
ones. Meanwhile Post Khmer, BTV, CNC, Fresh News, AKP, CEN, VAYO, Thmey Thmey
covered less than 3 per cent, some even less than 1 per cent. However, 8 percent of news articles
published by the Khmer Times over the last 6 months are labor ones. This result illustrates that
CamboJA and VOD, which are independent media outlets, produced more labor stories than those
of private companies and state media. This conclusion is supported by the arguments of a unionist
provided in an interview. He claims that, “reports on labor issues are still limited. Reporters from
independent media outlets tend to report more than those of pro-government media.”
Independent media outlets like VOD and CamboJA mostly do not file their stories with only one
source. There are at least two sources in their stories. Meanwhile, it is common for private and
state media like BTV, CNC, Fresh News, CEN, VAYO, Thmey Thmey and AKP to have only one
source, which is mostly from the government or employer sides. However, two private media
outlets, Post Khmer and Khmer Times, do have more than one source in most of their labor stories.
This conclusion is also backed by the unionist. He says, “independent media outlets produce
critical and in-depth labor stories. Their stories include context and all relevant background.”
However, he adds that “for pro-government media institutions, their reports are not on-point, and
not comprehensive because of their reporting capacity on labor issues, policy of those media
outlets, and political tendency.”
Researchers of this study suggest that private and state media should give more space for labor
content and all relevant sources should be included in the stories rather than having a single source,
usually government or employers. However, it is not really practical for private media outlets to
increase their coverage on labor issues as they are businesses and as a result of their political
orientations. For the state news agency, AKP, this may also be the case.
It is more practical for unions and labor organizations both locally and internationally to cooperate
and/or support independent media like VOD and CamboJA as the two now are on the track of
producing such content.
Researchers also suggest that all media outlets consider increasing their news stories about
workers’ strikes, demonstrations and demands, arrests of workers/unionists, intimidation and
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violation of workers/unionists’ rights, journalists’ issues, child labor, and Labor Law-related
issues, as these issues receive less attention.
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